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I. Statement of the result. The following two problems are among
the outstanding unsolved problems in topology.
1. Is simple homotopy type a topological invariant? (See [4,
problem 24], seven classical problems listed by J. W. Milnor.)
2. Let (W; M, Mf) be a (differentiable or piecewise linear) hcobordism. Is W homeomorphic to MX [O, l ] ? (This question also
has been asked by many topologists. For example see [9, p. 215].)
These two questions stand at opposite extremes, since an affirmative answer to both leads to an immediate contradiction. In this brief
note, we announce that the answer to the second question is negative. Hence, it provides some positive evidence to the first question.
T H E O R E M . There exists a differ entiable (or piecewise linear) h-cobordism (Wn+1; Mn, Mfn) for n^6} such that Mn is not homeomorphic to
M,n. In particular, Wn+l is not homeomorphic to MnY,I.

In fact, the manifold Mn which is one end of dWn+1 may be taken
as follows. Let L be a 3-dimensional lens space with wi(L) —Zp* and
let Tn~s be the (n~ 3)-dimensional torus. Then, we may take M

= LXTn~\

This theorem is a particular case of a general study concerning
(nonsimply connected) ^-cobordant manifolds which will appear
later. We are very grateful to H. Bass and M. P. Murthy for sending
us their paper [ l ] and for a very helpful conversation about some
algebraic facts.
II. Brief indication of the proof. First, let us recall a theorem of
Stallings.
[8]. Let Mn be a closed differ entiable (or
piecewise linear) manifold. For any given element roGWh(7nikf n ), there
exists a differ entiable (or piecewise linear) h-cobordism (Wn+1; Mn, M,n)
with T(W,
M)=TQ.
T H E O R E M OF STALLINGS

Second, we shall identify wiMn and -K\M'n via their inclusions into
1
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Wn+l when (Wn+1; Mn, M'n) is an A-cobordism. Of course, in the
general situation when wiMn is not abelian, this identification is only
defined up to an inner automorphism. But, this will cause no trouble
for us, since an inner automorphism induces the identity automorphism on Wh(7nikfw). Besides, when Mn = LXTn~*;, iriMn is abelian.
Now, we are ready to give a brief indication of the proof. Let us
rewrite Mn = LXTn~s
as N^XS1
where Nn~l=LXTn-\
Let
n
1
p: M -^S be the projection onto the second factor. For any &-cobordism (Wn+1; Mn, M'n), we have a unique map up to homotopy

which is gotten by the following composite of maps:
„ inclusion
M'

> Wn+l

retraction

p
> Mn A SK

Let X be the covering space over M'n corresponding to the subgroup
G = ker p'# of wiM'n. X is an open differentiable (or piecewise linear)
manifold with two ends. Hence the obstruction of Novikov-Siebenmann-Wall to splitting M'n into N'n~lXR
[6] is defined. This obstruction will be denoted by <r(p'). On the other hand, we shall denote
the obstruction of [2], [3] to altering p' (within its homotopy class)
to a differentiable (or piecewise linear) fibration by c(p').
Using the calculation of [l ] and the quoted theorem of Stallings,
we can find an fe-cobordism (Wn+1; Mn, M,n) such that <r(p') = 0 but
c(pf)y^0. We claim that M'n is not topologically homeomorphic to Mn.
If it were, we could choose a homeomorphism h: M,n—*Mn carefully
such that the composite map
h
p
q:M'n-±Mn£»Sl
is in the same homotopy class as p'. Let U be a small open interval in
Sl. Then F = g~ 1 (t/) is an open submanifold of M/n homeomorphic to
Lift F t o l . (See Figure 1.)
Using the fact that o-(p') = 0 , one observes that V is also differentiably (or piecewise linearly) splittable, i.e., V is differentiably (or piecewise linearly) expressible as N,n~lXR. Put V=N,n~1XR
back into
M'n (See Figure 2.)
Then, N'n~l is a differentiable (or piecewise linear) submanifold of
,n
M such that the manifold M'N' gotten from M'n by cutting through
N' ~ is a differentiable (or piecewise linear) /^-cobordism. By the very
definition of c(pf) [2], [3], we wrould have c(p') = 0 . This is a contradiction.
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FIGURE 1

M'*

FIGURE 2
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